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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C.
§119 from U.S. Provisional Application Number
61/587,979, entitled "Method of Fast Re-Establishment,"
filed on January 18, 2012.

FIELD OF INVENTION

[0002] The disclosed embodiments relate generally to
enhanced connection recovery in mobile communication
network, and, more particularly, to enhanced connection
recovery upon lost RRC connection due to radio link fail-
ure (RLF) or handover failure (HOF). In particular, the
present invention relates to a method according to the
pre-characterizing part of independent claim 1 and a user
equipment according to the pre-characterizing part of in-
dependent claim 5. Such a method and user equipment
are known from WO 2010/145697 A1.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In 3GPP Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks,
an evolved universal terrestrial radio access network (E-
UTRAN) includes a plurality of base stations, e.g.,
evolved Node-Bs (eNBs) communicating with a plurality
of mobile stations referred as user equipments (UEs)
over established radio resource control (RRC) connec-
tions. Radio link monitoring (RLM) is a mechanism for a
UE to monitor the quality of a downlink (DL) channel of
its serving cell for determining if the radio link is good
enough to continue transmission. For example, the UE
measures cell-specific reference signal (CRS) to detect
the downlink radio link quality for the serving cell. The
UE also compares the estimated DL quality to thresholds
(e.g., QOUT and QIN) for determining if the link between
the serving cell and the UE is good enough or not. In
addition to RLM, the UE declares radio link failure (RLF)
upon the occurrences of physical layer problems based
on N310/N311/T310 mechanism, random access prob-
lem indication from MAC layer, and indication from RLC
layer that the maximum number of retransmission has
been reached. Once RLF is detected, the UE gathers
and stores RLF information and attempts to restore the
RRC connection by performing an RRC reestablishment
procedure.
[0004] For mobility management in LTE systems, each
UE needs to periodically measure the received reference
signal power and the qualities of the serving cell and
neighbor cells and reports measurement results to its
serving eNB for potential handover or cell reselection.
Measurements, such as Reference signal received pow-
er (RSRP) and/or Reference signal received quality
(RSRQ) of an LTE cell, are used to to rank among the
different cells for the purpose of mobility management.
Properly managed handover can prevent loss of connec-

tion. In practice, however, handover failure (HOF) often
occurs due to various reasons such as UE signaling prob-
lems and UE measurement configuration problems. Typ-
ically, a radio link failure or handover failure indicates too
early handover, too late handover, or handover to a
wrong cell. After the RLF/HOF event, the UE will attempt
an RRC reestablishment procedure to restore the RRC
connection.
[0005] When performing RRC reestablishment, the UE
releases current RRC configuration and performs cell se-
lection. The prerequisite of a successful RRC reestab-
lishment procedure is that the selected cell for RRC re-
establishment has UE context. If the UE fails to restore
the RRC connection, then the UE enters RRC idle mode
and tries to camp on a cell via a non-access Stratum
(NAS) recovery procedure. The UE may indicate the
availability of the RLF report to eNB and report the
RLF/HOF information to eNB upon request after suc-
cessful RRC connection reestablishment or RRC con-
nection setup. Based on the RLF report, possible correc-
tive action may be applied by the network to prevent fu-
ture connection failures.
[0006] An LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) system improves
spectrum efficiency by utilizing a diverse set of base sta-
tions deployed in a heterogeneous network (HetNet)
fashion. Using a mixture of macro, pico, femto and relay
base stations, heterogeneous networks enable flexible
and low-cost deployments and provide a uniform broad-
band user experience. In a heterogeneous network,
smarter resource coordination among base stations, bet-
ter base station selection strategies and more advance
techniques for efficient interference management can
provide substantial gains in throughput and user experi-
ence as compared to a conventional homogeneous net-
work.
[0007] In HetNet scenario (e.g., macro-pico deploy-
ment), however, it is expected that HOF/RLF rate would
increase. For example, HOF/RLF may occur due to im-
precise pico cell measurement or not enough time for
pico-macro handover. It is thus desirable to improve the
connection recovery procedure to reduce outrage time
and to reduce data loss during the connection recovery.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] An enhanced connection recovery upon lost
RRC connection due to radio link failure (RLF) or hando-
ver failure (HOF) is proposed. A UE first establishes an
RRC connection in a source cell in a mobile communi-
cation network. Later on, the UE detects a failure event
and starts an RRC reestablishment procedure in a target
cell to restore the RRC connection. The enhance con-
nection recovery may be performed from UE/radio ac-
cess perspective or from network perspective. From
UE/radio access perspective, the enhanced connection
recovery may be applied to reduce the outage time in the
source cell (e.g., via fast RLF) or to reduce the outage
time in the target cell (e.g., via enhance cell selection and
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multi-RAT registration). From network perspective, the
enhanced connection recovery may be applied to reduce
the outage time in the target cell (e.g., via fast NAS re-
covery and context fetch), or to reduce data loss during
the recovery (e.g., via loss-less data recovery).
[0009] In a novel aspect, a fast RLF process is applied
to reduce the outage time in the serving cell. In addition
to legacy T310 timer, a new timer (e.g., T310a) is started
when the UE sends a measurement report to the eNB.
RRC reestablishment is performed when the new timer
expires.
[0010] Other embodiments and advantages are de-
scribed in the detailed description below. This summary
does not purport to define the invention. The invention is
defined by the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The accompanying drawings, where like nu-
merals indicate like components, illustrate embodiments
of the invention.

Figure 1 illustrates a mobile communication network
with enhanced connection recovery in accordance
with one novel aspect.
Figure 2 is a diagram that illustrates different em-
bodiments of enhanced connection recovery in ac-
cordance with one novel aspect.
Figure 3 is a simplified block diagram of a UE and
an eNodeB in accordance with one novel aspect.
Figure 4 illustrates enhanced connection recovery
from radio access network perspective.
Figure 5 illustrates a fast RLF procedure in accord-
ance with one novel aspect.
Figure 6 illustrates one embodiment of fast RLF in-
volving a new T310a timer.
Figure 7 is a flow chart of a method of fast radio link
failure procedure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] Reference will now be made in detail to some
embodiments of the invention, examples of which are
illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
[0013] Figure 1 illustrates a mobile communication net-
work 100 with enhanced connection recovery in accord-
ance with one novel aspect. Mobile communication net-
work 100 comprises a user equipment UE 101, a radio
access network (RAN) 108 having a first base station
eNB 102, a second base station eNB 103, a packet core
network (CN) 109 having a mobility management entity
MME 104, a serving gateway SGW 105, and a packet
data network (PDN) gateway PGW 106, and Internet 107.
The base stations communicate with each other via the
X2 interface, and each base station communicates with
MME 104 via the S1 interface. UE 101 may access In-
ternet 107 via the radio access network RAN 108 and
the packet core network CN 109.

[0014] UE 101 first establishes a radio resource control
(RRC) connection with its serving base station eNB 102
as a source cell. Later on, UE 101 detects a failure event
such as a radio link failure (RLF) or a handover failure
(HOF). UE 101 then performs an RRC reestablishment
procedure to restore the RRC connection. For example,
UE 101 may select a target cell with the target base sta-
tion eNB 103 and performs the RRC reestablishment. If
the RRC reestablishment fails, then UE 101 may go to
RRC idle mode and starts non-access stratum (NAS) re-
covery to establish a new RRC connection. During the
connection recovery process, the RRC connection is in-
terrupted. The interruption time is referred to as connec-
tion outage time. In addition, certain amount of data may
be lost during the recovery. In one novel aspect, an en-
hanced connection recovery process 111 (e.g., that in-
volves UE, RAN, X2 interface and S1 interface) is applied
to reduce the outage time in the source/target cell and
to reduce the data loss during the connection recovery.
[0015] Figure 2 is a diagram that illustrates different
embodiments of enhanced connection recovery in ac-
cordance with one novel aspect. As illustrated in Figure
2, an enhanced connection recovery process 201 may
be performed from UE/radio access perspective (as de-
picted by box 211) or from network perspective (as de-
picted by box 221). From UE/radio access perspective,
the enhanced connection recovery may be applied to re-
duce the outage time in the source cell (as depicted by
box 231), or to reduce the outage time in the target cell
(as depicted by box 232). To reduce outage time in the
source cell, according to the invention a fast RLF proce-
dure 241 may be used. On the other hand, to reduce
outage time in the target cell, enhanced cell selection
242 may be used. For inter radio access technology
(IRAT) scenario, IRAT multi registration 243 may be ap-
plied to reduce outage time in the target cell.
[0016] From network perspective, the enhanced con-
nection recovery may be applied to reduce the outage
time in the target cell (as depicted by box 232), or to
reduce data loss (as depicted by box 233). In order to
reduce outage time in the target cell, a fast NAS recovery
244 may be used. Alternatively, a context fetching 245
may be used. On the other hand, in order to reduce data
loss, a loss-less recovery mechanism 246 may be ap-
plied via the X2 interface. The different embodiments of
the enhanced connection recovery proves are illustrated
below with additional details.
[0017] Figure 3 is a simplified block diagram of a user
equipment UE 301 and a base station eNodeB 302 in
accordance with one novel aspect. User equipment UE
301 comprises memory 311 having program codes 314,
a processor 312, a transceiver 313 coupled to an antenna
module 319. User equipment UE 301 also comprises var-
ious function modules including a measurement module
315 that performs various measurements based on
measurement configurations, an RLM/RLF module 316
that performs radio link monitoring, radio link failure de-
tection and handling, a cell selection module 317 that
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performs cell selection for connection establishment and
recovery, and an RRC connection management module
318 that performs RRC connection setup procedures and
maintains RRC connection. Similarly, base station eNo-
deB 302 comprises memory 321 having program codes
324, a processor 322, a transceiver 323 coupled to an
antenna module 329. Base station eNodeB 302 also
comprises various function modules including a config-
uration module 325 that provides various configuration
to UE 301, an S1 interface module 326 that manages
communication with an MME in the core network, an X2
interface module 327 that manages communication with
other base stations, and an RRC connection manage-
ment module 328 that performs RRC connection setup
procedures and maintains RRC connection.
[0018] The different modules are function modules that
can be implemented by software, firmware, hardware, or
any combination thereof. The function modules, when
executed by the processors (e.g., via executing program
codes 314 and 324), allow UE 301 and eNB 302 to per-
form enhanced connection recovery upon detecting a
connection failure event. In a first example, RLM/RLF
module 316 detects a radio link problem and invokes a
fast RLF mechanism to reduce the outage time in the
source cell. In a second example, cell selection module
317 performs enhanced cell selection upon a failure
event to reduce the outage time in the target cell. In a
third example, context fetching or fast NAS recovery is
performed by eNB 302 via the X2/S1 interface module
326/327 to reduce the outage time in the target cell. Fi-
nally, in a fourth example, loss-less RRC reestablishment
is performed by eNB 302 via the X2 interface module 327
to reduce data loss during the connection recovery.

Fast RLF and Enhanced Cell Selection

[0019] Figure 4 illustrates enhanced connection recov-
ery from UE/radio access network perspective in a mobile
communication network 400. Mobile communication net-
work 400 comprises a UE 401, a serving eNB 402 (for
connection in a source cell), and a target eNB 403 (for
connection in a target cell). From UE/radio access per-
spective, connection recovery may be enhanced by a
fast RLF procedure to reduce outage time in the source
cell and by an enhanced cell selection mechanism to
reduce outage time in the target cell.
[0020] In step 411, UE 401 establishes an RRC con-
nection with eNB 402 in the source cell. Later on, UE 401
detects a possible radio link problem, e.g., link quality is
lower than a threshold QOUT. For legacy RLF procedure,
a T310 timer is then started and RLF is detected when
T310 timer expires. UE 401 then selects a cell and tries
to restore the RRC connection. This is an eNB-controlled
mechanism and the timer value is configured by the net-
work. However, the legacy RLF procedure with T310 tim-
er may not provide enough flexibility for better perform-
ance, especially with respect to small cells. For example,
a small cell may not provide good coverage of the cov-

erage layer and long RLF detection time may not be suit-
able. Under those cases, the legacy RLF solution would
lead to frequent RRC reestablishments.
[0021] In one novel aspect, UE 401 initiates a fast RLF
procedure in step 412, during which the evaluation of
RLF is not only dependent on the source cell timer and
filter, but also dependent on the signal strength and/or
quality of the selected reestablishment cell. For example,
if there is an identified reestablishment cell (e.g., implicitly
or explicitly), and the reestablishment cell is radio-wise
"good enough", then RLF evaluation is shortened and
the UE goes to the reestablishment cell. In step 413, UE
401 performs RRC reestablishment with eNB 403 in the
target cell. The RRC reestablishment may fail if the target
eNB 403 does not have UE context information. In step
414, UE 401 goes to RRC idle mode and initiates NAS
recovery when RRC reestablishment fails. After cell se-
lection, in step 415, UE 401 performs RRC connection
setup with eNB 403 in the selected target cell.
[0022] The cell selection in step 414 is performed when
RRC reestablishment failure occurs. In current LTE sys-
tems, UE follows legacy cell selection method to select
a suitable cell. However, in HetNet deployment (e.g.,
macro-pico), there might be frequent RRC reestablish-
ment if there is no differentiation among cells and fre-
quency layers with respect to cell selection. For example,
a high-mobility UE may move out of the coverage of a
pico cell easily. In such case, if UE can reestablish an
RRC connection with a macro cell, then it is expected to
have less frequent RRC connection reestablishment.
[0023] In one novel aspect, UE 401 applies an en-
hanced cell selection method in step 414. In one embod-
iment, after RRC reestablishment fails, UE 401 selects
the target cell with priority. The priority may be assigned
based on frequency layers or based on intra-frequency
cells. In multi-frequency HetNet deployment, one fre-
quency layer is configured as a mobility layer. UE selects
a cell in the mobility layer with priority when reestablish-
ment fails. In single-frequency HetNet deployment, cells
with larger coverage such as macro cells are configured
as mobility cells. UE selects one of the macro cells with
priority when reestablishment fails. In another embodi-
ment of enhanced cell selection, UE with high moving
speed should reconnect to the coverage layer, which is
indicated by eNB via broadcasting or unicasting. For ex-
ample, if UE mobility state is higher than a threshold,
then UE only re-establishes to the coverage layer.
[0024] Figure 5 illustrates a fast RLF procedure in ac-
cordance with one novel aspect in a mobile communica-
tion network 500. Mobile communication network 500
comprises a UE 501, a serving eNB 502 (for connection
in a source cell), and a target eNB 503 (for connection
in a target cell). In step 511, UE 501 establishes an RRC
connection with eNB 502 in the source cell. In step 512,
UE 501 performs radio link monitoring and measures ra-
dio signal strength/quality. In step 513, UE 501 detects
a possible radio link problem, e.g., link quality is lower
than a threshold QOUT. Based on the legacy RLF proce-
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dure, UE 501 starts T310 timer.
[0025] In addition to the legacy RLF that relies on net-
work-controlled source cell timer and filter, UE 501 also
initiates a fast RLF procedure, which is a UE-controlled
mechanism as a backup option of the legacy RLF. In one
embodiment, the fast RLF only kicks off when prepared
HO is likely to fail. For example, UE 501 sends a meas-
urement report to eNB 502 in step 514, and eNB 502
makes certain mobility decision in step 515. Based on
the mobile decision, eNB 502 sends an HO command to
UE 501 in step 516. UE 501, however, fails to receive
the HO command (e.g., due to poor radio link quality).
Instead of waiting for T310 timer to expire, UE 501 trig-
gers fast RLF in step 517 before T310 timer expires. Upon
fast RLF, UE 501 performs cell selection in step 518 fol-
lowed by an RRC reestablishment procedure in step 519.
Without the fast RLF mechanism, UE 501 is likely to wait
too long before T310 timer expires. There are many ways
to shorten the RLF evaluation, and one of them is to use
a new T310a timer (e.g., starts timer t310a when UE 501
sends measurement report in step 514).
[0026] Figure 6 illustrates one embodiment of fast RLF
involving the new T310a timer. As illustrated in Figure 6,
each UE starts two independent processes: an HO proc-
ess and an RLF process. At time t1, the HO process
detects an event triggering condition of the source/serv-
ing cell. In one example, the triggering event may be that
the channel quality of the serving cell is worse than the
channel quality of a neighbor cell by a non-negative
threshold. Note that the non-negative threshold is used
to mitigate ping-pong effect. In another example, the trig-
gering event may be that the channel quality of the serv-
ing cell is lower than a first threshold and the channel
quality of the neighbor cell is higher than a second thresh-
old. On the other hand, at time t2, the RLF process de-
tects a bad radio link condition, and starts T310 timer.
Going back to the HO process, after a time-to-trigger
(TTT) period from time t1, at time t3, the UE is triggered
to send out a measurement report to the network. In ad-
dition, at time t3, the RLF process also starts a new T310a
timer at the same time (t3) when the UE sends out the
measurement report. After HO preparation time, at time
t4, the UE fails to receive an HO command from the net-
work. At time t5, the new T310a timer expires and fast
RLF is triggered. Without the new T310a timer, the legacy
RLF would be triggered when T310 timer expires at time
t6, which is much later than time t5. The fast RLF mech-
anism thus reduces the outage time in the source cell.
[0027] Figure 7 is a flow chart of a method of fast radio
link failure procedure in accordance with one novel as-
pect. In step 901, a UE establishes an RRC connection
with a serving eNB in a mobile communication network.
In step 902, the UE detects a radio link problem of the
RRC connection. The UE then starts a first timer, which
is a T310 timer. In step 903, the UE detects RLF and
initiates an RRC reestablishment procedure with a target
cell before the first timer expires. In step 904, the UE
performs RRC reestablishment procedure with the se-

lected target cell. In the present invention, a second timer
(e.g., T310a) is started when the UE sends a measure-
ment report to the eNB. RRC reestablishment is per-
formed when the second timer expires.
[0028] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed in connection with certain specific embodiments
for instructional purposes, the present invention is not
limited thereto. Accordingly, various modifications, ad-
aptations, and combinations of various features of the
described embodiments can be practiced without depart-
ing from the scope of the invention as set forth in the
claims.

Claims

1. A method, comprising:

establishing (901) a radio resource control,
RRC, connection by a user equipment, UE, with
a base station in a mobile communication net-
work;
detecting (902) a radio link problem of the RRC
connection and thereby starting a first timer as-
sociated with the radio link problem, wherein the
first timer is a T310 timer;
initiating (903) an RRC reestablishment proce-
dure with a target cell before the first timer ex-
pires; and
performing (904) the RRC connection reestab-
lishment procedure with the target cell;
characterized by
starting a second timer when the UE transmits
a measurement report to the base station,
wherein the RRC reestablishment procedure is
initiated when the second timer expires.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein a channel quality of
the target cell is better than a channel quality of a
serving cell by a non-negative threshold based on
reference signal received power or reference signal
received quality, RSRP/RSRQ, measurements.

3. The method of Claim 1, wherein the RRC reestab-
lishment is initiated before the first timer expires if
the target cell is identified as a candidate cell, and
wherein the UE receives candidate cell assignment
information from the base station.

4. The method of Claim 3, wherein the UE receives cell
prioritization information from the base station for se-
lecting the target cell.

5. A user equipment, UE, (301) comprising:

a radio resource control, RRC, management
module (318) that establishes an RRC connec-
tion with a base station in a mobile communica-
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tion network;
a radio link management, RLM, module (316)
that detects a radio link problem of the RRC con-
nection and thereby starting a first timer, wherein
the UE initiates an RRC reestablishment proce-
dure with a target cell before the first timer ex-
pires, and wherein the first timer is a T310 timer;
and
a cell selection module (317) that selects a target
cell, wherein the UE performs the RRC connec-
tion reestablishment with the target cell;
characterized in that
the UE starts a second timer when the UE trans-
mits a measurement report to the base station,
and the RRC reestablishment procedure is ini-
tiated when the second timer expires.

6. The UE of Claim 5, wherein the RRC reestablish-
ment is initiated before the first timer expires if the
target cell is identified as a candidate cell.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, aufweisend:

Herstellen (901) einer Funkressourcensteue-
rungs-, RRC-, Verbindung durch eine Teilneh-
merausrüstung, UE, mit einer Basisstation in ei-
nem Mobilkommunikationsnetzwerk;
Erfassen (902) eines Funkverbindungspro-
blems der RRC-Verbindung und dadurch Star-
ten eines ersten Zeitgebers, der zu dem Funk-
verbindungsproblem gehört, wobei der erste
Zeitgeber ein T310-Zeitgeber ist;
Initiieren (903) einer RRC-Wiederherstellungs-
prozedur mit einer Zielzelle, bevor der erste Zeit-
geber abläuft; und
Ausführen (904) der RRC-Verbindungswieder-
herstellungsprozedur mit der Zielzelle;
gekennzeichnet durch
Starten eines zweiten Zeitgebers, wenn die UE
einen Messbericht an die Basisstation sendet,
wobei die RRC-Wiederherstellungsprozedur in-
itiiert wird, wenn der zweite Zeitgeber abläuft.

2. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei eine Kanalqua-
lität der Zielzelle um einen nichtnegativen Schwel-
lenwert besser ist als eine Kanalqualität einer bedie-
nenden Zelle, basierend auf Messungen einer Re-
ferenzsignalempfangsleistung oder einer Referenz-
signalempfangsqualität, RSRP/RSRQ.

3. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die RRC-Wie-
derherstellung initiiert wird, bevor der erste Zeitge-
ber abläuft, wenn die Zielzelle als eine Anwärterzelle
identifiziert wird, und wobei die UE Anwärterzellen-
zuweisungsinformationen von der Basisstation

empfängt.

4. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 3, wobei die UE Zellpri-
orisierungsinformationen von der Basisstation zum
Auswählen der Zielzelle empfängt.

5. Teilnehmerausrüstung, UE, (301), aufweisend:

ein Funkressourcensteuerungs-, RRC-, Ma-
nagementmodul (318), welches eine RRC-Ver-
bindung mit einer Basisstation in einem Mobil-
kommunikationsnetzwerk herstellt;
ein Funkverbindungsmanagement-, RLM-, Mo-
dul (316), welches ein Funkverbindungsprob-
lem der RRC-Verbindung erfasst und dadurch
einen ersten Zeitgeber startet, wobei die UE ei-
ne RRC-Wiederherstellungsprozedur mit einer
Zielzelle initiiert, bevor der erste Zeitgeber ab-
läuft, und wobei der erste Zeitgeber ein T310-
Zeitgeber ist; und
ein Zellselektionsmodul (317), welches eine
Zielzelle auswählt, wobei die UE die RRC-Ver-
bindungswiederherstellung mit der Zielzelle
ausführt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die UE einen zweiten Zeitgeber startet, wenn
die UE einen Messbericht an die Basisstation
sendet, und die RRC-Wiederherstellungsproze-
dur initiiert wird, wenn der zweite Zeitgeber ab-
läuft.

6. UE gemäß Anspruch 5, wobei die RRC-Wiederher-
stellung initiiert wird, bevor der erste Zeitgeber ab-
läuft, wenn die Zielzelle als eine Anwärterzelle iden-
tifiziert wird.

Revendications

1. Procédé, comprenant le fait :

d’établir (901) une connexion de commande de
ressources radio, RRC, par un équipement uti-
lisateur, UE, avec une station de base dans un
réseau de communication mobile ;
de détecter (902) un problème de liaison radio
de la connexion RRC et de démarrer ainsi un
premier temporisateur associé au problème de
liaison radio, où le premier temporisateur est un
temporisateur T310 ;
d’entamer (903) une procédure de rétablisse-
ment de RRC avec une cellule cible avant l’ex-
piration du premier temporisateur ; et
d’effectuer (904) la procédure de rétablissement
de connexion RRC avec la cellule cible ;
caractérisé par le fait
de démarrer un deuxième temporisateur lors-
que l’UE transmet un rapport de mesure à la
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station de base, où la procédure de rétablisse-
ment de RRC est entamée lors de l’expiration
du deuxième temporisateur.

2. Procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel une qua-
lité de canal de la cellule cible est supérieure à une
qualité de canal d’une cellule de desserte d’un seuil
non négatif sur la base de mesures de puissance
reçue de signal de référence ou de qualité reçue de
signal de référence, RSRP/RSRQ.

3. Procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel le réta-
blissement de RRC est entamé avant l’expiration du
premier temporisateur si la cellule cible est identifiée
en tant que cellule candidate, et où l’UE reçoit des
informations d’attribution de cellule candidate à par-
tir de la station de base.

4. Procédé de la revendication 3, dans lequel l’UE re-
çoit des informations d’établissement de priorités de
cellule à partir de la station de base pour sélectionner
la cellule cible.

5. Équipement utilisateur, UE, (301) comprenant :

un module de gestion de commande de ressour-
ces radio, RRC, (318) qui établit une connexion
RRC avec une station de base dans un réseau
de communication mobile ;
un module de gestion de liaison radio, RLM,
(316) qui détecte un problème de liaison radio
de la connexion RRC et qui démarre ainsi un
premier temporisateur, où l’UE entame une pro-
cédure de rétablissement de RRC avec une cel-
lule cible avant l’expiration du premier tempori-
sateur, et où le premier temporisateur est un
temporisateur T310 ; et
un module de sélection de cellule (317) qui sé-
lectionne une cellule cible, où l’UE effectue le
rétablissement de connexion RRC avec la cel-
lule cible ;
caractérisé en ce que
l’UE démarre un deuxième temporisateur lors-
que l’UE transmet un rapport de mesure à la
station de base, et la procédure de rétablisse-
ment de RRC est entamée lors de l’expiration
du deuxième temporisateur.

6. UE de la revendication 5, dans lequel le rétablisse-
ment de RRC est entamé avant l’expiration du pre-
mier temporisateur si la cellule cible est identifiée en
tant que cellule candidate.
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